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Preparing Financial Statements 
Efficiently and Effectively



• “Improving the Timeliness of Financial Reports” 
(an overview)
• General tips from GFOA Best Practices

• Work to be done ahead of your busy season
• What can you do when you have the time?

• Importance of cross-training of staff
• Your staff gets time off.  Deadlines don’t.

• A comparative look at software packages
• How can systems work to meet your organization’s needs?

Outline – Effective & Efficient Financial Statements



“Improving the Timeliness of Financial Reports”

Tip! • Record activity throughout the year!
Don’t wait until October 1 to reconcile

Tip! • Link your support!
Hyperlinks give you a clear audit trail to follow

GFOA BEST PRACTICE
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“Improving the Timeliness of Financial Reports”

Tip! • Keep your policies visible and up to date
An accessible policy is a well-read policy

Tip! • Document as you work!
Your staff can’t know everything.  Help them along.

GFOA BEST PRACTICE
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“Improving the Timeliness of Financial Reports”

• Tip! • Talk to component units before closing!
Get much-needed information before you need it

• Tip! • In case of unforeseen delays, estimate!
A pending lawsuit may never conclude, but your 
financial statements shouldn’t wait

GFOA BEST PRACTICE



“Improving the Timeliness of Financial Reports”

• Tip! • Others may have implemented standards early!
You don’t have to go it alone

• Tip! • Your auditors may offer educational seminars!
Don’t wait to get to know your new standards

GFOA BEST PRACTICE
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• You may have all of the information you need to get a 
head-start on certain key items in your CAFR
• Transmittal Letter
• Management’s Discussions & Analysis
• Statistical Tables

• A little forethought can also go a long way
• Design graphs and charts for dual purposes
• Upload new account numbers throughout the year
• Spend the time while you can to cross-train staff

Work to be Done Ahead of Your Busy Season
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Work to be Done Ahead of Your Busy Season

• Tip! • Copy old 
year values and 
put placeholders!

You know your 
old year number 
as soon as you 
publish, so why 
wait a year to 
update?



Work to be Done Ahead of Your Busy Season

FINANCIAL STATEMENT STATISTICAL TABLE

• Tip! • Link totals to avoid typos!



• Tip! • Design your charts for dual purposes!
The same data can be presented in many places

Work to be Done Ahead of Your Busy Season







Importance of Cross-Training of Staff

• Tip! • Vacation time is training time!
Good procedures can train when you can’t be there

• Tip! • One job can be done by many hands!
There’s a lot to do, so why not delegate?

Let task assignments be flexible to suit any schedule



A Comparative Look at Software Packages

• Manual Processes   Vs.   Automated Processes

• Or: Control Vs. Ease-of-Use

• Or: Familiarity Vs. Training

• Or: Assurances Vs. Insurances

• Or: Staff costs Vs. Support costs

• …

• Or: I’m not a part of your system, maaan.



A Comparative Look at Software Packages

• Control Vs. Ease-of-Use

• A manual system gives the user complete control

…but this is not always a good thing

• An automated system takes much of the grunt-work out 
of the equation.  You can focus on high-level decision-
making instead of which line item is missing punctuation.

…but you are committed to work within the system

















A Comparative Look at Software Packages

• Staff Costs Vs. Support Costs

• A manual system means staff is managing every page, 
every line, and every dollar in it.  If something is 
misplaced then the reliance is on staff to correct it.

…but if your procedures are sound and your staff skilled,        
this may be the most expedient solution to a problem

• An automated system has support.  You have a hotline.  
There are dedicated problem solvers right at hand.

…but you pay for that privilege



A Comparative Look at Software Packages

• Familiarity Vs. Training

• Your staff may have been preparing a CAFR for decades.  
They may know the system inside and out.  Update and 
troubleshooting may be quick and painless.

…but no staff member works forever

• Training in a new system may come with an initial cost.  
There may be growing pains and unforeseen issues.

…but you only grow up once, and that training may be a 
sound investment in future efficiencies



A Comparative Look at Software Packages

• Should My Organization Upgrade its System?

• One Last Tip! • Do a cost-benefit analysis!
Your system has to meet your organization’s needs



QUESTIONS?


